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ABSTRACT  

The formation of colloids with anisotropically patterned surfaces is of growing interest for the 

creation of hierarchical structures and the templating of nanoparticles. We have recently shown 

that well-defined two-dimensional platelets with low areal dispersities can be formed by the seeded 

growth of a blend of homopolymers and block copolymers. Herein we form rectangular platelets 

containing two block copolymers with different coronal chemistry. On addition of a solvent that 

is only able to solvate the corona of one block, we were able to form colloidally stable micelles 

with patterned surfaces via coronal collapse. Scanning transmission electron microscopy-energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy were employed to provide information 

on the structure and size of the patches decorating the micelle surfaces. 
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Despite the growing interest in 2D nanomaterials and their applications,1,2 access to uniform 

samples of colloidally stable 2D platelets with controlled dimensions from polymeric precursors 

has been a challenge. Block copolymers with amorphous core-forming segments rarely self-

assemble into 2D platelets.3 In cases where the formation of planar assemblies might be 

anticipated, a closure process usually results in the generation of vesicles.3 In contrast, 

“Crystallization-Driven Self-Assembly” (CDSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) containing a 

crystallizable core-forming segment and a corona-forming block of comparable length has been 

well-developed as a route to 2D platelets.4–9 However, using the well-established self-assembly 

conditions, no control over their dimensions exists and the resulting assemblies are highly 

polydisperse. In contrast, “living CDSA”, in which unimers of polymeric amphiphiles are added 

to preformed seeds at or near ambient temperature, permits the reproducible formation of both 

1D10–16 and 2D17–25 nanoparticles with predetermined dimensions and promising scalability. 

Recent advances include the use of these and related in situ methods at elevated temperature to 

prepare well-defined 2D platelets with applications as emulsifiers,22 components of adhesive gel 

nanocomposites,26 and nanomotors and recyclable catalysts by means of nanoparticle 

attachment.27–29 

Control over the patterning of the surfaces of nanoparticles has gained significant interest in the 

past decade owing to the ability to produce anisotropic nanostructures. Such nanostructures can be 

employed as precursors to hierarchical assemblies.30–34 Spherical nanoparticles with surface 

patches have been shown to assemble into discrete aggregates,35 polymeric structures34,36 and 

lattices.37 In addition, one dimensional (1D) cylindrical micelles have been reported to form 

surface patches due to phase segregation of coronas into block regions38–42 or gradient 
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morphologies.43 These patchy structures can incorporate functional materials into 

compartments44,45 and acts as templates for hybrid particle synthesis.46  

The creation of 2D platelets with surface patches is less developed. The formation of patterned 

2D colloidal structures by the self-assembly of triblock terpolymers with amorphous core-forming 

segments has been reported, but without size control.47  Platelet block comicelles with distinct 

spatial regions have been formed by the addition of BCP unimers to homopolymer crystals48,49 and 

via sequential addition of unimers with different corona-forming block chemistries to seeds using 

living CDSA methods.19–21,24  Herein, we report the formation of well-controlled rectangular 

platelets with spatially-defined zones by the seeded growth of a unimer blend of homopolymer 

and block copolymer. We then employ an alternative approach to form anisotropic 2D 

nanostructures, where we demonstrate control over the surface patterning of 2D platelet block 

comicelles via coronal chain collapse. 

We targeted platelet micelles containing two spatially distinct spatial regions with different 

coronal chain chemistries and distinct polarities in order to form colloidally stable structures with 

patterned surfaces. In this proof-of-concept work we used block copolymers with a crystallizable 

poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PFS)50 core-forming segment. Poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) and 

[poly(cobaltoceniumethylene)][bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate]n ([PCE][AOT]n) were chosen as 

the two corona-forming blocks. Both polymers are soluble in iso-propanol (iPrOH), which is 

important for formation of the block comicelles. However, in a 1:1 mixture of iPrOH:decane, only 

[PCE][AOT]n remains soluble (Fig. S1), thereby allowing for the selective chain collapse of P2VP 

in the presence of  [PCE][AOT]n. The 3 materials PFS23, PFSx-b-P2VPy, and PFS42-b-

[PCE][AOT]75 (Fig. 1a) were synthesized according to previously published procedures.51,52 

Seeds of PFS50-b-P2VP739 were formed by sequential self-nucleation, sonication, and unimer 
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addition procedures to form low-dispersity 1D micelles (Fig. S2a: Ln = 631 nm, Lw/Ln = 1.03; Ln 

= number-average contour length, Lw = weight-average contour length), from which platelet 

growth could be initiated. 

Platelet block comicelles were initially formed in which the central region contained a 

[PCE][AOT]n corona, and the outer zone a P2VP corona. To a solution of PFS50-b-P2VP739 seeds 

in iPrOH was added a unimer blend of PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75 (1:5 w/w) in THF and aged 

for 16 h. The 2D platelets that formed (Fig. S2b) were then further diluted in iPrOH and used as 

seeds, to which a unimer blend of PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760 (1:1 w/w) in THF was added and aged 

for 16 h.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of the sample, drop-cast from solution onto 

carbon-coated copper grids, revealed that rectangular block comicelles had been formed with a 

distinct and well-defined regionally distinct architecture. The coronal contrast was provided by the 

greater electron density of P2VP compared with that of [PCE][AOT]n (Fig. 1c and d). This 

difference in electron density also allowed the seed micelle to be clearly visualized at the center of 

the platelet (Fig. 1d and f). The micelle lengths and widths were measured, and the areas calculated, 

demonstrating uniform rectangular structures with a number-average area of 2.25 μm2 and low 

dispersities (Fig. S3). To induce the patterning of the outer platelet region through coronal chain 

collapse, decane, a poor solvent for P2VP, was added (Fig. 1b). After addition of this selective 

solvent, TEM image analysis showed the presence of distinct patches on the outer regions of the 

platelets (Fig. 1e and f). The patches appear to decrease in size, become less interconnected, and 

increase in number on traversing from the interface with the central region to the micelle periphery 

(Fig. 1f). The patch size is related to the surface density of the corona chains.  
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PFS23), 

poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane)-block-[poly(cobaltoceniumethylene)][bis(2-

ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate] (PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75) and poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane)-block-

poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PFS32-b-P2VP760), (b) Schematic of a rectangular 2D block comicelle 

before and after corona collapse on the outer spatial region, (c) low magnification TEM image and 

(d) high magnification TEM image of rectangular 2D block comicelles (central region = 1:5 w/w 

PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, outer region = 1:1 w/w PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760) in iPrOH, (e) 

low magnification TEM image and (f) high magnification TEM image of patchy rectangular 2D 

block comicelles (central region = 1:5 w/w PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, outer region = 1:1 w/w 

PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760) in 1:1 iPrOH:decane. P2VP = green, [PCE][AOT]n = purple, PFS = 

yellow. Scale bars = 5000 nm, inset = 1000 nm. 
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed to gain further insight into the coronal patches 

(Fig. 2a-c). A height profile along the length of the platelet confirmed the trend of a decrease in 

the height of patches as the outer spatial region is traversed from the interface with the central 

block derived with a [PCE][AOT]n corona (ca. 10 nm) to the periphery of the platelet (ca. 5 nm, 

Fig. 2a and b, blue trace). Additionally, this height profile showed that the cylindrical seed micelle 

produced a single patch that possessed a greater height (ca. 13 nm) than any of the patches in the 

outer spatial region, and that the central block containing a [PCE][AOT]n corona possessed a 

relatively uniform surface. The greater height of the patch formed by the seed is attributed to two 

factors (i) the seed possessing a greater coronal density than is present in the surrounding regions, 

as it is produced from solely a BCP, rather than a blend of BCP and homopolymer, and (ii) the 

longer length of the PFS segment in the seed (degree of polymerization, DPn = 50), which generates 

a crystalline core of greater height than that present in the outer regions of the platelet. Analysis of 

AFM height profiles taken across the width of the outer block region again show that patches at 

the interface with the central area with a [PCE][AOT] corona (ca.10 nm high and ca. 55 nm wide, 

Fig. 2a and b, red trace) are higher and wider than at the periphery of the platelet (ca. 5 nm high 

and ca. 30 nm wide, Fig. 2a and b, green trace).  

To characterize the spatial variations in coronal chemistry we used energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) in elemental mapping mode. Dark-field TEM was first used to locate platelets 

on the carbon-coated copper grid (Fig. 2d). The spectroscopy indicated that the patches consisted 

of higher densities of carbon and nitrogen than the regions without the patches, consistent with a 

P2VP composition (Fig. 2e and f). EDX mapping also revealed that there was a higher density of 

cobalt in the central region, owing to the [PCE][AOT]n corona (Fig. 2f). Finally, iron was present 
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throughout the micelle structure (Fig. 2e and f) as a result of the presence of a crystalline PFS core 

in the seed and both the inner and outer block regions. 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) AFM height image, (b) AFM height profiles, (c) 3D AFM image, (d) Dark-field TEM 

image, (e and f) EDX single element mapping images of patchy rectangular 2D block comicelles 

(central block region = 1:5 w/w PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, outer block region = 1:1 w/w 

PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760)  in 1:1 iPrOH:decane. In (f) high magnification images taken from the 

white box highlighted in (d). Scale bars = (a, d and e) 1000 nm, (f) 250 nm. 

The area of the outer block zone could be varied by changing the amount of PFS23/PFS32-b-

P2VP760 unimer blend (1:1 w/w) added in the self-assembly process (Fig. S4). When the area of 

the outer block region was substantially greater than that of the central area, some platelet 
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aggregation could be detected after patch formation and drying for sample analysis (Fig. S4f). 

However, the micelles maintained colloidal stability and no precipitation was observed.  

We explored whether the pattern and/or size of the patches on the surface of rectangular 2D 

block comicelles could be controlled. We found that control over the coronal patch density on the 

outer block region could be achieved by varying the ratio of PFS homopolymer to PFS-b-P2VP 

BCP in the unimer blend used to form this part of the platelet. As noted above, when a 1:1 w/w 

ratio of PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760 unimer was used, patches formed across the whole surface of the 

outer block region, with an average diameter of 57 nm (Fig. 3b, S5b and S6b). When the corona 

density was reduced, by using a 2:1 w/w ratio of PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760 unimer blend, patches 

of similar size to those for a 1:1 w/w blend were only observed close to the interface with the 

central block (Fig. 3a and S5a). However, the size of the patches decreased dramatically moving 

away from the interface and most of the outer block was covered by very small patches (ca. 22 nm 

wide, Fig. 3a and S6a). Increasing the corona density, by using a 1:2 w/w ratio of PFS23/PFS32-b-

P2VP760 unimer blend, led to the outer block region being densely covered by interconnected 

patches, with a ring of high electron density at the edge of the platelet block comicelles (Fig. 3c 

and S5c). These results suggest that the deposition rates of the PFS23 homopolymer and PFS32-b-

P2VP760 block copolymer are relatively similar, presumably due to the lower degree of 

polymerization of PFS in the former compared to the latter which appears to mitigate the effect of 

the long solubilizing P2VP corona. Both homopolymer and block copolymer appear to epitaxially 

grow from the edge of the central block region concurrently, so that whichever species is present 

in a larger amount will be left to deposit on the periphery of the micelle. 

In addition, the ratio of homopolymer to BCP in the unimer blend used to form the outer block 

region affected the size of the micelles, with an average area of 3.01 μm2, 2.24 μm2 and 2.06 μm2 
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for homopolymer/BCP blends of 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 w/w respectively (Fig. 3a-c and S7). Blends with 

more homopolymer contained a larger amount of PFS by mass (as a reduced mass fraction 

comprised the corona-forming block), which led to the formation of larger micelles. 

 

 

Figure 3. TEM images of patchy rectangular 2D block comicelles (central block region = 1:5 w/w 

PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, outer block region = x: y w/w PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760) in 1:1 

iPrOH:decane. PFS/PFS-b-P2VP mass ratio = (a) 2:1, (b) 1:1, (c) 1:2. Insets showing higher 

magnification of patches at micelle tips. Scale bars = 1000 nm and 250 nm in insets. 

The effect of varying the DPn of the P2VP corona in the 1:1 w/w unimer blend of PFS/PFS-b-

P2VP used to form the outer block region was also explored (Fig. S8). As the DPn of the P2VP 

corona was reduced from 760 to 480, the size of patches decreased from an average of 57 nm to 

24 nm (Fig. S6b, S6c, S8a and S8b). On further reduction of the P2VP length dense regions of 

interconnected patches and were observed only close to the interface with the central block region, 

rather than at the periphery of the outer block region (Fig. S8a-d). It is expected that BCP unimers 

with shorter P2VP coronas will be less-well solvated under the self-assembly conditions and 

deposit at a faster rate, which would lead to patch density being higher at the interface with the 

central block region. Additionally, defects were present in a majority of micelle formed using a 
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unimer blend containing the shortest P2VP corona investigated (PFS20-b-P2VP116, Fig. S8d). 

Rapid deposition is expected to increase the likelihood of defect formation. 

Living CDSA is a powerful tool for forming architecturally diverse nanostructures. We also 

explored whether 2D surface-patterned platelets with other morphologies could be accessed via 

selective coronal collapse. Initially, we aimed to form inverted patchy platelets with the surface 

patterning restricted to the central block region. The order of addition of the unimer blends to the 

cylindrical PFS50-b-P2VP739 seeds was reversed; first a unimer blend of PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760 

(1:1 w/w) was added to seeds, followed by a unimer blend of PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75 (1:5 

w/w) to produce platelets with a P2VP corona decorating the central block region and a 

[PCE][AOT]n corona on the outer area comprising the outer zone (Fig. S9).  On addition of decane, 

these rectangular 2D block comicelles remained well-dispersed and displayed a patchy central 

block region surrounded by a periphery with uniform electron density (Fig. 4a). 

More complex platelets with four concentric block regions were prepared by four sequential and 

alternate additions of PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75 (1:5 w/w) and PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760 (1:1 

w/w) unimer blends to cylindrical PFS50-b-P2VP739 seeds in iPrOH.  Extremely large rectangular 

2D multiblock comicelles, over a micrometer wide and several micrometers long, were produced 

(Fig. S10). On addition of decane, well-dispersed micelles were observed that contained two 

patchy block regions possessing P2VP coronas separated by a zone possessing a [PCE][AOT]n 

corona (Fig. 4b). 

Finally, we wished to see if we could form colloidally stable, surface patterned circular platelets. 

The platelets were produced by replacement of the cylindrical PFS50-b-P2VP739 seeds with seeds 

prepared from the phosphonium-capped homopolymer [PFS20PPh2Me]I (Fig. S11a), as reported 

previously.20 The sequential seeded growth of PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75 (1:1 w/w) and 
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PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760 (1:1 w/w) unimer blends produced circular 2D block comicelles with a 

[PCE][AOT]n corona on the central block region and a P2VP corona on the outer block zone (Fig. 

S11c and d). A high proportion of the micelles displayed imperfections (Fig. S11d), as it is 

expected that the formation of rectangular crystals is thermodynamically favored over circular 

structures. Patch formation was again possible on the addition of decane (Fig. 4c). The pattern of 

patches resembled the pattern formed on rectangular 2D block comicelles (Fig. 1f), however the 

patches were more interconnected.  

 

Figure 4. TEM images of (a) inverse patchy rectangular 2D block comicelles (central block region 

= 1:1 w/w PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760, outer block region = 1:5 w/w PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75) 

in 1:1 w/w iPrOH:decane, (b) rectangular 2D block comicelles comprising of 4 concentric blocks 

(central block region = 1:5 w/w PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, second block region = 1:1 w/w 

PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760, third block region = 1:5 w/w PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, outer block 

region  = 1:1 w/w PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760) in 1:1 w/w iPrOH:decane and (c) patchy circular 2D 

block comicelles (central block region = 1:1 w/w PFS23/PFS42-b-[PCE][AOT]75, outer block 

region = 1:1 w/w PFS23/PFS32-b-P2VP760) in 1:1 iPrOH:decane. Scale bars = (a) 5000 nm, (b) 

2000 nm, (c) 1000 nm. 
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We have demonstrated the formation of 2D block comicelles, via living CDSA, which contain 

the same core-forming block (PFS) and differ in the corona-forming block (P2VP and 

[PCE][AOT]n). On addition of a solvent that selectively solvates one corona, surface patterning 

occurred due to coronal collapse of the poorly solvated corona. Surface patterning was possible on 

the surface of a variety of 2D micelle architectures, including rectangular platelets containing 4 

block regions and circular block comicelles.  

EDX spectroscopy and AFM were used to study the chemistry and morphology of the patterned 

surfaces. These characterization techniques proved that the patches were indeed composed of 

P2VP corona chains that had collapsed onto the surface of the core of the micelle. The size of the 

patches is related to the density of the corona, and hence the size and distribution of the patches 

provided information on the locality of both homopolymer and block copolymer in the surface 

patterned block regions of the platelets. We demonstrated that it is possible to vary the size and 

number of patches that decorate the micelle surface by modulating both the ratio of homopolymer 

to BCP and the DPn of the corona-forming block. 

The ability to form patterns on discrete nanoscale surfaces may be of interest for a number of 

applications, such as data storage, the localization of functional materials within colloids to form 

novel hybrid materials, and to direct further assembly of nanoparticles into functional arrays for 

catalytic applications. Future work will aim to use the patterned structures formed herein to access 

such hybrid materials and also investigate whether reversible patch formation can be achieved by 

further modulation of solvent conditions.  
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Supporting Information. The following file is available free of charge containing details of the 

Materials and Equipment, description of self-assembly experiments and additional figures (PDF). 
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